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250kWstc PV-System in east/west Δ-configuration on the island Suðuroy (Faerø

Islansfs), view looking south. Image: SEV, www.sev.fo .

Summary and Outlook

Δ-configutated PV-Systems show, as expected a reduced yield as compared to horizontally

installed systens. For the low inclnation angles inspected her, these reductions are in the quite

limited. These Systems offer an oportunity for a better adapption of the PV-generation to load

with alow variability. However, the high proportion of diffuse radiation, as typical for European

locations at higher latitudes is not helpful here.

Generally, the decission for a Δ-system should be based on information on the application

specific value of the kWh´s generated (c.f. [2]).

Power characteristics of the PV- System Suðuroy

(power versus horizontal irradiance

Comparison of simulated (blue) and measured

(red) power values for the system at Suðuroy, JulY

2021. The modell parameters are derived from

the data measured in the month of Mai.

Power versus irradiance for the complete system

(blue) resulting from the addition of the power

values for the eastward and westward looking

system sectionns (red an green). Data given refer

to a modelling based on measured global

horizontal irradiance (May 2021).

Detail comp.: Δ-config. ↔ orient.south

Section (days in June), Blue: Δ-config,

Orange: system with orientation south

(scaled for same inst. Capcity. For the edge

of day hours of a cloudless day the Δ-

system shows higher produnction than the

south oriented system.

Comparison of long term yield and

variablity of the power series for

differently vonfigured systems

inspeted orientations:

horizontal, optimal south ,

Δ-Konfig. var. Inclination east west. mod.

Modelling based on PVGIS [3].

yelds (Blue): relative to yields of systems

with hor. orient., variabiity (Orange):

standard deviation/ mean power.
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Geografical situation of

the Faroe Islands:

Relative yield from the edge of day hours

(<=8h,>16h) , norm. by total yield

4 sites in Europe

- different latitudes (i.e. dif. solar altitudes,

irradiance with dif. . diffuse fraction)

- same latitude (dif. Diffuse franction)

coordinates, yields for hor. Installed systems

Relative yields edge of day hours for different

system konfiurations

Δ-systems may show an increased yield in edge

of day hours, especcialy at higher latitudes (in

single system percentage) ↔ tendency to an

increased levelling of the yield.

Introduction

With (among others) the aim of a more balanced

production pattern, PV systems are installed in increasing

number with in a “delta” configuration (modules facing

east and west with a certain

inclination angle to the horizontal) (see [1,2].

Motivated by the installation of such a system on the Faroe

Islands (~62° deg. North, see map) the performance of Δ-

configurated systems are analysed in dependence of the

geographic location and weather charcteritics (diffuse

fraction of the irradiance)


